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Abstract
Semantic annotation or tagging of images can
greatly improve the accuracy and efficiency of
image search engines. However, humans rarely
annotate images as they find the task of image
annotation boring and laborious despites its
benefits in terms of search and retrieval. In this
paper, we introduce a novel approach of luring
users into image annotation: by embedding
image annotation into a CAPTCHA design. A
CAPTCHA is a standard security mechanism used
by popular commercial websites to prevent
automated programs from abusing the online
services. Millions of users solve CAPTCHAs daily
in order to access web content and services. We
aim to utilize human effort spent in solving the
CAPTCHA into a productive work of image
annotation. We introduce iCAPTCHA, a user
friendly and productive CAPTCHA design. Our
premise is based on the human ability to
recognize images and label them in proper
categories. Each time a user solves an
iCAPTCHA, he/she is helping to label images in
proper categories which will in turn improve
image search and retrieval.

1. Introduction
Web, as experts say, is leaving the era of
search and entering the era of discovery. With
the dawn of content based user websites (e.g.
blogs, forums, social networks), people are
motivated to communicate with each other and
express themselves by sharing images, videos
and thoughts (blogs). As a result, visual
information (images as well as videos) is widely
available on diverse topics and from multiple
sources. However, it will require a substantial
effort to properly organize this information
outburst. Modern image search engines like
Google [1], Yahoo [2] collect and index images
from other sites, in an attempt to provide access
to user to the wide range of images. However,
they often struggle to find the right image for a

specific need and to reduce the clutter that
comes along with the selection. The problem is
essentially due to following two factors:
1) Query Dependency:
Current image search engines require users
to be specific in terms of the search query while
seeking for the visual targets. Most of the times
however, it is hard for users to express the need
in words. As a result, search query tends to be
short, too general and sometimes ambiguous. If
the query is not detailed enough, search engine
returns
plenty
of
information
(images)
consisting all subcategories. User then needs to
laboriously browse through all information or
keep on refining query to get the desired result
(image). For example, while searching for
images of old Indian actress Amrita Singh, it is
better to type “Amrita Singh” as query than a
general query “Amrita”, which would result in
set of images mostly dominated with images of
“Amrita Rao”, another popular Indian actress.
However, for this to happen, user must know
complete name of the actress (detailed query),
which many users may not know.
2) Talking with words when we mean
images:
Image search engines are word matching
tools which analyze the metadata associated
with the image (e.g. tags, keywords, and text in
same page) for indexing and categorization of
images. They assume that content of an image
is related to adjacent text appearing in the
page. However, this assumption is insufficient
because text adjacent to images is often scarce
and can be misleading sometimes [3].
It is therefore, essential that image possess
meaningful and extensive metadata (often in the
form of tags) to facilitate its access. If the image
collection has been extensively annotated,
technique such as faceted search will help user
filter down a collection and show potential
targets for browsing [4].
Current computer vision algorithms try to
extract meaning by analyzing the visual content
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(e.g. shape, color, an
nd texture) of the image.
However, such apprroach have found limite
ed
success only
o
in specialized setting and are yet to
t
match th
he performan
nce of humans in imag
ge
recognitio
on and understanding [5]. Humans on
o
the other hand, have little difficulty
y in describin
ng
the image. However, they find th
he task borin
ng
and laborrious. Attemp
pts have been
n made to lure
humans in annotating (tagging) images by
b
embeddin
ng tagging in
nto a social activity (e.g.
Flickr)[6], by provid
ding moneta
ary incentive
es
(e.g. Am
mazon Mech
hanical Turk
k)[7] and by
b
designing
g special purp
pose games (e.g. ESP) [8]].
In this
s paper, we introduce a different yet
efficient approach
a
of manual imag
ge annotation
n:
by embed
dding tagging
g into a CAPT
TCHA design. A
CAPTCHA
A is a standard
d security me
echanism use
ed
by popular commerc
cial websites to prevent
automate
ed programs from abusing the onlin
ne
services (For
(
example
e, spreading junk e-mails,
polluting online polls, and grabbing
g thousands of
free emaiil accounts). Success of our approach is
two fold.. First, Millions of userrs daily solv
ve
CAPTCHA
As to access website co
ontent or we
eb
services. Therefore, by embe
edding imag
ge
tagging in a CAPT
TCHA mecha
anism, imag
ge
tagging is
s getting done at relativ
vely low to no
n
cost. Use
ers will solve
e CAPTCHAs because the
ey
need to access the
e web services and no
ot
because they
t
want to
o do the laborious task of
tagging. Secondly, with an image base
ed
CAPTCHA
A, we improv
ve the CAPTC
CHA design by
b
making it more acce
essible, userr friendly an
nd
robust th
han tradition
nal text bas
sed CAPTCH
HA
which has been suffe
ering with ac
ccessibility an
nd
robustnes
ss issues.
The rest of the pap
per is organiz
zed as follow
ws.
We first discuss
d
the existing
e
CAPT
TCHA designs,
the need for an image
e based CAPT
TCHA and ho
ow
it can help in getting manual metadata fo
or
images (in annotating
g images). In
n the follow up
u
section, we
w introduce
e iCAPTCHA. We describ
be
the
co
omplete
design
and
d
prototyp
pe
implemen
ntation. Finally we conclude with th
he
summary of our design.

2. Backg
ground
Interne
et has been one of the
e best thing
gs
happened
d in the la
ast few dec
cades. It ha
as
transform
med the way
y we live and look at th
he
world aro
ound us. Most of us start the day by
b
checking emails and reading news
s articles ove
er
the web. From train reservatio
ons to onlin
ne
shopping,, from chattiing to file sh
haring, almost
all essential services are now av
vailable onlin
ne
and at free of cost. However, we
w never ha
ad

uld have to prove
thought that one day we wou
our in
ntelligence (that we are human)
h
beforre we
can access any off these servic
ces. For example,
most of us surely
y would hav
ve encounterred a
similar crazy image while acc
cessing a po
opular
site Google,
G
as sho
own in Figure
e 1.

Figure
e 1: an example
e of Google CAP
PTCHA.

This im
mage contain
ns several distorted chara
acters
that we
w must co
orrectly identtify and typ
pe, in
order to access th
he site conte
ent. Since cu
urrent
compu
uter progra
ams like Optical
O
Charracter
Recog
gnition (OCR
R) are yet to achieve
e the
accura
acy of human
n eye while reading
r
a disttorted
text, this
t
image re
epresents an instance of a test
which is easy fo
or humans to
t solve and
d yet
difficu
ult for comp
puters to so
olve. This te
est is
widely
y known as
s CAPTCHA [9]. A CAP
PTCHA
stands
s for ‘Comple
etely Automa
ated Public Turing
T
Test to
t tell Compu
uters and Hu
umans Apart’. It is
a program that can
c
generate
e and grade tests
that humans can
n pass but current com
mputer
progra
ams cannot [10].
[
The
e need for such differrentiation orr the
CAPTC
CHA arose fro
om the vulne
erabilities of online
o
forms and data entry.
e
Before
e CAPTCHA, there
was no
n easy way for
f a system to verify tha
at the
form is filled by a user (hum
man) and no
ot by
some automated program run
nning on beh
half of
the user. A class
sic cited example is of online
o
polls conducted by Slashdot website
w
[11]. The
website conducted
d a poll to de
etermine the
e best
graduate school in
n USA. At the
e end of the polls,
MIT and
a
CMU no
ot surprising
gly, stood ta
all in
terms
s of the gath
hered votes against all other
colleges. Howeverr, the real re
eason behind
d this
success was the execution
n of autom
mated
progra
ams, giving plenty
p
of fake
e votes to MIT
T and
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CMU. Polluting an online voting system was just
one example which shows the power of
automated script attacks. Other examples
include creating fake email accounts, spreading
plenty of junk emails etc. CAPTCHAs work as
sentries against these attacks, since solving
CAPTCHA is difficult for automated programs
and is relatively easy for humans.
Today, most of the popular websites like
Google, Yahoo, and Wikipedia use CAPTCHAs as
a standard security mechanism to defend
automated script attacks. As a result, their
online services are now not directly accessible. A
user must solve the CAPTCHA to access the
service. However, solving a CAPTCHA requires a
substantial human cognitive effort. Based on the
type of cognitive effort required to solve
CAPTCHA, CAPTCHAs can be classified into three
categories.
1) Text based CAPTCHAs:
They require users to read and type distorted
text rendered in an image.
2) Audio based CAPTCHAs:
They rely on sound or speech recognition by
the users.
3) Image based CAPTCHAs:
They ask users to perform an image
recognition task.
Text based CAPTCHAs are the most popular of
the three, considering their ease of deployment,
intuitiveness and potential to offer reasonably
good security. However, many of the existing
text based CAPTCHA implementations [12, 13,
14] have been broken recently. It has prompted
the CAPTCHA designers to create more complex
(distorted) CAPTCHAs (like the one in Figure 1)
taking away its usability. As we can see in
Figure 1, the shown CAPTCHA image is barely
readable by human eye, causing strain to the
eye and fatigue by unnecessary multiple solving
attempts. Therefore, CAPTCHAs are effective
only if they are robust (computers can not solve
them) and usable (humans can solve them)
[15]. Unfortunately, text based CAPTCHAs fails
to achieve both robustness and accessibility
(usability) simultaneously which prompt us to
look for other possible alternatives. Image based
CAPTCHA is one such alternative because
recognizing images are far better and fun than
reading complex distorted text. This approach
was first proposed by Tygar et.al in [16] where
they discussed alternate image recognition
CAPTCHA designs. Other attempts in creating
image based CAPTCHA include Assira from
Microsoft [17] and hotCAPTCHA from hotornot
website [18]. However, all the proposed image
based designs were created only as suitable

alternatives to text based CAPTCHAs. On the
other hand, we are also interested in tapping the
human effort spent in solving CAPTCHA into a
useful work.

2. Motivation
People around the world, solve millions of
CAPTCHAs everyday, if put together, will easily
amount for hundred or thousand hours of
human effort per day [10]. Although the main
purpose of CAPTCHAs is to prevent automated
script attacks, the effort humans put in to solve
them is otherwise getting wasted.
We thus ask a question:
“Can we channel the wasted human effort
into some productive work? If yes then how”
The idea of productive CAPTCHA was first
introduced by Luis Von Ahn, the man who also
invented the CAPTCHA mechanism. He proposed
a novel CAPTCHA design called as reCAPTCHA,
which helps in reading and archiving old
textbooks.
The
OCR
(Optical
Character
Recognition) software used in reading books,
can not effectively interpret text from the old
books that has become pale, dirty and yellow
over the time. On the hand, human eye can
easily pick and figure out what the text is. In
reCAPTCHA, user is presented with CAPTCHA
consisting of two text words to interpret.
Verifying system knows answer for one of the
two words, while the other word comes from the
old text book, which system can not read. This
fact is never revealed to the user. He therefore
must read both the words and enter them
correctly to access the web content. As a result,
each time he is solving a reCAPTCHA, he is
helping the system to read and digitize books.
We take inspiration from the reCAPTCHA
design and aim to solve the problem of image
annotation and in doing so; we wish to improve
the image search and retrieval.

3. iCAPTCHA: Overview
We present iCAPTCHA, a user friendly
CAPTCHA design. Instead of annotating images
fresh from start, we try to improve the default
labels the images have got. That is we attempt
to obtain the more proper labels (subcategories)
for an image. For example, with our design, we
improve the label from general category such as
‘apple’ to more specific as ‘apple fruit’. Our
premise is based on the human ability to
recognize images, label them and put them into
proper categories. Figure 2 shows the overview
of the scheme.
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Figure 2: Overview of the iCAPTCHA scheme

We pick randomly a set of 12 images
belonging to the two different image categories
from the image database and present them as a
CAPTCHA test. The task for the user is, to
identify all the images belonging to one specified
category. We can explicitly tell the category
name or show a representative image belonging
to the category. If the user correctly identifies
all the images belonging to the desired category,
he/she is considered to have ‘passed’ the test.
On the hand, failure in recognizing the correct
images will mean that user has failed the
CAPTCHA test.
The use of images makes iCAPTCHA, language
independent, less stressful and suitable for
people of all ages and at any level of literacy.

few representative images, chosen at random
from the test database. All labeled images are
then
stored
according
the
described
subcategories in a separate database called
‘tagged database’ at server side. The support of
volunteers is needed only once at the beginning,
the tagged database gets updated after each
successful iCAPTCHA test.
The concept of ‘test database’ and ‘tagged
database’ is analogous to the concept of test
data and training data in the field of Content
Based Image Retrieval.

4. iCAPTCHA: Proposed design
iCAPTCHA test comprises of 12 images. First,
we fix one category say ‘apple’ from ‘test
database’ and two related subcategories say
‘apple fruit’ and ‘apple logo’ from ‘tagged
database’. We retrieve few images at random
say ‘n’ (minimum 1 and maximum 11) from the
‘tagged database’ corresponding to the selected
subcategories. Rest ’12-n’ images we select
from ‘test database’ that belong to the selected
category. We shuffle the selected images and
present them to the user in a 2x6 matrix (two
rows containing six images each) as shown in
Figure 3.

3.1. iCAPTCHA: System Architecture
Before proceeding to the actual design it is
essential that we understand the concept of
‘tagged database’ and ‘test database’. Related to
them are the concepts of ‘category’ and ‘sub
category’. We first briefly explain them.
1) Category and subcategory:
A category represents a short or ambiguous
search query (e.g. ‘apple’) which when fired on
popular search engine, normally results in
images of many subcategories mixed together
(e.g. ‘apple fruit’, ‘apple logo’, ‘apple iPod’ are
subcategories for a category ‘apple’).
2) Test database:
CAPTCHA image test database is prepared by
crawling the web for different image categories
(as defined above). All resulting images are
stored according to their respective categories
(image queries) in a secure database at the
server side.
3) Tagged database:
We recruit people or ask some trusted
volunteers to describe (tag) the subcategories of

Figure 3: iCAPTCHA test generation process.

Users then must identify all the images that
belong to the specified category say ‘apple fruit’.
Since user does not know which images are
from ‘tagged database’ (i.e. already tagged) and
which are not, the best option for him/her is to
recognize and correctly select all the images of
the required image category. The selected
images would not be just from the ‘tagged
database’ but could also be from the unlabelled
‘test database’. Therefore, each time user is
solving an iCAPTCHA, he/she is actually helping
in labeling the images from ‘test database’ that
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are part of the given test. The evaluation
process is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: iCAPTCHA test evaluation

When the user submits his/her choice of images,
we check whether his/her submitted choice of
images contain the images of the specified
category i.e. ‘apple fruit’ from the ‘tagged
database’ (the images whose subcategory we
already know) and does not contain any image
from the other subcategory (‘apple logo’) from
the ‘tagged database’. If the answer is ‘yes’
then user has successfully passed the CAPTCHA
test.

5. iCAPTCHA: Implementation
A working prototype of iCAPTCHA is created
in Adobe Flash with PHP at the back end. MySQL
is used for data storage.
In the prototype, the desired sub category is
specified in words. For example, Figure 5 shows
a sample iCAPTCHA test where user is asked to
identify all images of ‘apple fruit’.

images are the from ‘test database’. For
evaluation, we therefore check whether user has
selected two correct images (the second image
from first row and first image in the second row)
and he has not selected the two wrong images
(first image from the first row and second image
from the second row). These four images are
from ‘tagged database’ whose sub category we
already know. Since user has correctly done
that, he/she has successfully passed the test.
Note that, in the process we also acquired the
knowledge about the sub categories for the rest
eight images (which are from ‘test database’).
That is, we came to know the images that
belong to the specified category (i.e. third,
fourth and sixth image from first row and fourth
image from the second row are also images of
‘apple fruit’. See Figure 5)

6. Security: Attacking iCAPTCHA
Attacking iCAPTCHA is difficult as computer
programs are not yet advanced to automatically
detect and label images in particular categories.
An alternate attack can be by storing and
searching for the images in Google image search
engines. However, Google image search engine
pages are dynamic in nature, which means the
image that exist and ranked today may not be
ranked in the same manner tomorrow. WE
further take necessary measure such as no two
iCAPTCHA tests are similar in nature both in
terms of the kind of images that it has and to
whom it is given. As a result, attacker, same as
user will receive a random iCAPTCHA test each
time that has not completely similar to the tests
he/she solved before. We recommend that large
image database should be constructed from
Google image search with large number of
categories to avoid any database attacks.

7. Usability study

Figure 5: iCAPTCHA prototype 1: Identify all ‘apple fruit
‘images

As we can see in the Figure 5 that user has
correctly selected all the ‘apple fruit’ images. But
how we know it? Consider that, the first four
images (first two images from each row) are
from the ‘tagged database’ and rest eight

To test the liability of the proposed design, we
conducted a preliminary lab study with eight
participants. All the participants were from
university campus with their age in the range of
22 to 28. Two participants were female while
rest six participants were male. We fixed five
sample categories, those are: Apple, Cricket,
Sachin tendulkar, Amrita and Rahul (with which
all users were familiar with). Task for each of
the participants were to solve five iCAPTCHA
tests. All the participants successfully completed
all the five tests. Early feedbacks were
extremely positive with most of them reporting
satisfaction with the proposed approach and
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design. We know the numbers are not be
satisfactory in terms of the population they
represent, therefore, as a future work, we are in
the process of conducting a large scale field
study with the diverse population.

8. Conclusion
In this paper, we described a novel CAPTCHA
design, based on human ability to recognize
images, label them and put them into proper
categories. Benefit of our approach is getting
the work of categorization and image annotation
at virtually no cost. However, in doing so, we
specially had taken care that the basic principles
of CAPTCHAs like robustness and usability will
not get affected. As a future work we are
planning to launch a open source plug in of our
proposed CAPTCHA design, and conduct a large
scale field study.
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